STORM CLAIMS &

ROOF DAMAGE
COMMERCIAL AND HOMEOWNER CLAIM DISPUTES

Serving Clients Throughout The State Of Florida
CONTACT

ADDRESS

Phone: 1-855-567-7776
Email: info@tighepa.com
Website: tighepa.com

11891 N Federal Hwy
Suite #100
North Palm Beach, FL 33408

DANIEL C.
TIGHE, ESQ.
Known Nationwide as one of the Premier Attorneys for
Insurance Claims and Property Damage Related Cases
Licensed in New York and Florida with a master’s in business administration, Mr. Tighe’s journey
began years ago with a chance encounter with a homeowner who suffered severe roof damage but
had no one to turn to. Tighe stepped up to help, and the firm grew from there.
Driven by the singular desire to help his clients rebuild their lives after a loss, he and his firm have
helped thousands of good people literally put a roof over their heads, recover from tragedy, or
reopen their business and continue to pursue their dreams.

While his service has seen him recognized by his peers in the legal community, what he
finds most rewarding are the many thank-you calls and letters from clients who can now fix
their home or reopen their business.
We thank you for taking time to learn more about the work that we do.
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WHY
CHOOSE US
An Experienced Team Working To
Get You The Recovery You Deserve
Successfully navigating complex insurance disputes requires
a team with the right knowledge, skills, and ability. Having
overturned thousands of underpaid and denied claims
into successful settlements gives us the confidence and
experience to succeed on even the most complex insurance
disputes.
We will investigate and explain all of your options, and
pursue your claim with the goal of obtaining the full and fair
settlement you deserve. We can handle the entire process on
your behalf - from opening the claim, scoping and estimating
the loss, to fighting in court if necessary to get you the
recovery you deserve.
You may feel reluctant to hire a law firm to represent you
against your insurer for a property damage claim. Many of
our prior clients felt the same way.
What they found was that when they hired our law firm
they could rely on the fact that they had a powerful ally on
their side, and they could relax knowing they had a team of
professionals working to aggressively advance their case with
integrity, honesty, and professionalism.

Questions? Call 1-855-LOSSPRO
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HOW WE
ARE PAID
NO FEES, NO COSTS IF
WE DO NOT MAKE A
RECOVERY FOR YOU

We Handle First Party Insurance
Claims on a Contingency Basis.
Our firm will manage the claim from the
early stage until it is completely resolved
and you are made whole again.
We are paid only upon receiving insurance
proceeds in your claim. Our firm does not
take a fee if there is no recovery under
your claim. It’s that simple.
If a lawsuit is filed and you prevail, the
insurance company may be responsible for
paying some or all of your attorneys fees
and costs.
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PAST CASE RESULTS
OUR RESULTS SPEAK FOR THEMSELVES

Our firm has earned an outstanding reputation for handling hurricane, tornado, hail, wind,
fire, water, and other property damage related claims. Here are some examples of what we’ve
recovered for our past clients:

Homeowner - Marco Island, FL

Commercial Building - Orlando, FL

Type of Damage: Tile Roof

Type of Damage: Tile Roof, Lost Income

Insurance Offer: BELOW DEDUCTIBLE

Insurance Offer: DENIED

Our Settlement: $90,717

Our Settlement: $175,000

Tighe, P.A. Difference: $90,717

Tighe, P.A. Difference: $175,000

Homeowner - Naples, FL

Condo Building - Flagler Beach, FL

Type of Damage: Tile Roof + Interior

Type of Damage: Flat Roof

Insurance Offer: DENIED

Insurance Offer: DENIED

Our Settlement: $110,000

Our Settlement: $151,155

Tighe, P.A. Difference: $110,000

Tighe, P.A. Difference: $151,155

Commercial Building - Tallahassee, FL

Condo Complex - Naples, FL

Type of Damage: Tile Roof

Type of Damage: Tile Roof

Insurance Offer: DENIED

Insurance Offer: DENIED

Our Settlement: $399,999

Our Settlement: $1,080,000

Tighe, P.A. Difference: $399,999

Tighe, P.A. Difference: $1,080,000

SEE MORE OF OUR RESULTS AT WWW.TIGHEPA.COM/CASE-RESULTS
* Each claim is evaluated and pursued on its own merits. The facts and circumstances of your claim may differ from the
claims in which results have been provided.
Questions? Call 1-855-LOSSPRO
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CLAIMS PROCESS
Our process begins with a one on one consultation to discuss the facts, gather information and
get a thorough understanding of the client’s needs and goals. Our knowledgeable and enthusiastic
legal team will explain the client’s rights, options, and our processes. We ensure that our clients are
comfortable and confident in our team and have a full understanding of our processes.
Next we’ll request and review a certified copy of all applicable insurance policies to identify
applicable coverages and exclusions, and confirm that all required post-loss conditions are met.
With an understanding of the policy, we will gather and prepare the evidence to support the claim.
We will collect correspondence and documents related to the claim, as well as photos, videos, and
other evidence. We will confirm the value of the damages we are seeking and support it with a line
item estimate. We work with a number of Industry-leading experts to serve as expert witnesses to
support our clients’ claims when necessary.
After the policy and evidence are carefully analyzed, we present the claim to the insurance carrier
and submit a formal demand package with timed deadlines to ensure prompt attention and
response by the insurance carrier. The demand package includes all supporting evidence that the
insurance carrier needs to pay the damages we are seeking. At this point we have made a strong
case and will negotiate to obtain the best outcome for our client.
If the insurance company does not agree to pay our client what is owed then we will file a lawsuit
and use the tools of civil procedure to advance the matter to resolution. Throughout the litigation
process we will continue to negotiate with the insurance carrier and relay any offers that are made
to our client. Ultimately, we will proceed to trial if and when necessary to enforce our clients’ rights.
Our processes have been honed over the course of years based on our experience in handling
thousands of successful claims. Each claim has unique facts, but our proven processes have helped
us to create a system to maximize the value of each and every claim based on the merits.
We invite you to reach out and learn more about our team, our process, and how we can help.
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THE CLOCK
IS TICKING!
Florida Law Allows Policyholders
3 Years to File a Hurricane Claim,
and 5 Years for Most Other Claims
You may not be aware of it, but there is a
time limit for homeowners and policyholders to file a claim after a loss caused by a
hurricane, storm, or other peril.
The state of Florida allows policyholders a
limited time after the date of the damage
(loss) in which they may file an insurance
claim.
If you do not file a claim within the limited
time period after the date when the damage
occured, then you will never be able to file a
claim for that loss.
Don’t let the clock run out on you. If you suffered damage in a storm, let us work to get
you the settlement you deserve.

Questions? Call 1-855-LOSSPRO
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NEED HELP WITH
YOUR CLAIM?
To get started, simply:
- Call 855-LOSSPRO (855-567-7776)
- Email intake@tighepa.com
- Visit www.tighepa.com/intake
Our knowledgeable, friendly staff is looking forward to hearing
from you and getting you started on the path to recovery.

See our firm’s 5 Star reviews On:
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